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Over the past 36 years, Russell Beakley has
been farming in Haskell, Texas. He was born and raised
on the farm with two other brothers. One sibling raises
cattle, but Russell stuck to the farming and has help
from one full-time man. RA Farms LLC has grown
various crops in the past, like milo and peanuts, but
Russell’s main crops are cotton and wheat. He rotates
5,800 acres with half cotton and the other half wheat.
His dad was a school teacher and a part-time farmer,
but once Russell graduated high school, he “picked it
up” and expanded to where he is today.
Russell is
a hard-working man with farming always on his mind.
Despite the Texas heat, Russell has called this year,
“not normal,” for his crop season. He says, “Most of the
time we get rain May through June and then it “shuts
off” till August or September rolls around.” However,
Russell says that this summer, it has rained once a week
and he has not seen it like this in the past. “We have
had 14 inches of rain since mid-May already,” Russell
said. “That’s over half of a “normal” year’s total annual
rainfall amount.” Russell’s region was not effected by
Hurricane Cindy or other tropical storms, but received
more rainfall than usual.
When he isn’t farming, he’s either watching
NASCAR or attending the three weekend races at
Texas Motor Speedway. Even though he doesn’t have a
favorite driver, he loves the hobby and attending each
year. In addition to NASCAR racing, he likes to take
two trips every summer to Ruidoso Downs in New
Mexico to the horse races. He likes getting away from
the Texas heat and he’s also a fan of the Texas Rangers.
Therefore, the heat isn’t all that bad for Russell in the

summer once the MLB comes into season.
The personal hobbies and trips Russell engages
in are outstanding, but his farming keeps him busy and
into organizations that gives RA Farms LLC “hobbies,”
as well. He has been on the FSA County Committee
for years and the Rule Co-op Gin Board for 15 years.
Russell is a long-time member of AQCA. In fact, he
was the first member in Texas to join and be on the
Board for AQCA back in 1993. “Time sure is flying,”
Russell says. “I’ve told several people about Autauga
Quality and how their knowledge and expertise of what
the market is going to do is just a phone call away.”
He likes the one-on-one and knowing the people he is
dealing with for his cotton. Deals on the computer, to
him, aren’t people he knows personally like AQCA.
“It’s just a one stop place, you know?” says Russell.
“You see your cotton out in the field and you want it to
be taken care of.” He doesn’t have to worry about not
being able to market his cotton or prices he’s going to
get. “I just make a phone call,” Russel says. “You like
it, you’ll sale it. If you don’t, you won’t.”
Cotton is the number one product on Russell’s
mind; especially in the area he loves and has been

raised on. Because of his region, it’s the most profitable,
which gives him more of the attention span and appeal
toward cotton. “Cotton is a crop we can plant where
we live,” Russell said. “Milo doesn’t do that great, but
I like to plant wheat just so we will have the fallow
ground for cotton.” Wheat is not the biggest “moneymaker” for Russell, cotton gives him the best profit,
therefore, everything he processes or produces is for
his cotton production. Since his region is different
from other parts of the country, a challenge to Russell
and most cotton farmers, is maintaining the yields for
prices they have at times. He says staying profitable is
important and farming has changed a lot over the years.
“In 1980, we didn’t have all of these different cotton
varieties and technologies,” Russell said. “I’m not sure
what the future holds with cotton, but technology will
keep improving.” He thinks the technology will not
only help with seed varieties,
but insect and bug control,
too. Russell is thankful for the
GPS systems in his tractors
and for the AutoTrac he
uses for production to make
precision farming easier. He
knows that cotton farming
has changed and isn’t what it
used to be, but he does wish
prices for the technology were
more affordable. Despite
this, Russell says, “If you
don’t adapt, you won’t stay
around.”
Russell
Beakley
has been quoted from other
people as, “a heck of a farmer.” He believes in working
hard, watching profits and markets and you might can
succeed with the help from a banker to stay head above
water. To Russell, farming has improved since “backin-the-day,” but if you can’t work long hours, you better
learn to be “sharp with a pencil.” “I’ve been farming for
a long time and now I feel like I know what I’m doing,”
Russell says. “Or at least I hope I do.” However, at
AQCA, we know he is successful and will continue to
succeed.

